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Vocabulary
LGBTQ+ Loneliness
loneliness

ensamhet

peers

kamrat

charity

välgörenhetsorganisation

impact

påverkan

unaccepting

icke-accepterande

core support

grundläggande stöd

affected

påverkat

Child Influencers
toddler

småbarn

worrying

oroande

online safety

säkerhet på internet

to express consent

att ge tillåtelse, samtycke

faced with

står inför

The Golden Globes
director

regissör

award ceremony

prisceremoni

speechless

mållös
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While Listening: Comprehension Questions
LGBTQ+ Loneliness
1. TRUE or FALSE? Write a (T) or an (F).

-

All young LGBTQ+ people have felt upset and alone during the pandemic.

-

There is a higher risk that young LGBTQ+ people feel alone during the
pandemic.

2. Why do they feel this way?

a.
b.
c.
d.

They feel like they don’t fit in anywhere.
They have problems in school.
They can’t go to school.
They are unable to have a big impact.

3. What does Amy Ashenden say?

LGBTQ+ people need to know that schools…
a. can be unaccepting places for them.
b. can be a safe place away from unaccepting families.
c. can be a place with good LGBTQ+ education.
d. can be filled with caring, supporting peers.
4. How does Jonny feel about his mental health in the past year?

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
5. What has made Jonny feel isolated?

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Child Influencers
6. What did we find out about Ryan Kaji? Write down ONE fact.

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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7. What does Jaqi Clement, mum of 9-year-old influencer twins Ava and Leah, say about the
money they earn?

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
The Golden Globes
8. How many women have won a Golden Globe award for best director before Chloe

Zhao?
____________________________________________________________________

9. What did Chloe Zhao say about winning the award?

a.
b.
c.
d.

She was impressed.
She was amazed.
She didn’t know what to say.
She was expecting to win.
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After Listening: Discuss!
In the second news article, we learnt about child influencers. Would you like to be a child
influencer? Do you think you would have liked to be a child influencer when you were
younger? Have you seen any of Ryan Kaji’s YouTube videos? If you have, what kind of videos
does he make and do you like them? Would you like to watch YouTube videos of child
influencers? Why or why not?

After Listening: Debate!
Are child influencers a good thing? In the news article we learnt that there could be
consequences of being a child influencer when the child grows up. On the other hand, they are
able to make a lot of money that they will be able to spend when they are older. Pick a side and
debate the pros and cons of being a child influencer with classmate(s).
Useful Phrases
In my opinion…
I think…
I agree, because…
On the one hand, …
In my personal experience…

I reckon that…
I believe…
I disagree, because…
On the other hand, …
According to the news report…

After Listening: Write!
In the first news article, we heard about how some young LGBTQ+ people have been lonely
and sad during the pandemic. They are unable to go school and some of them have families
that don’t accept them.
Write an email to a young LGBTQ+ person in the UK.
Here are some points you can include in your email:
- Ask how they are doing
- Ask about the situation in the UK
- Ask about their family/school situation
- Offer them support
- Tell them how you are doing
- Tell them about the situation in Sweden
- Give them tips for activities they can do so they can feel less lonely
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Answers
LGBTQ+ Loneliness
1. TRUE or FALSE?
- All young LGBT+ people have felt upset and alone during the pandemic. F
2.
3.
4.
5.

There is a higher risk that young LGBT+ people alone during the pandemic. T

c
b
He worries about it.
Leaving his friends/family – not getting core support from his friends/family

Child Influencers
6. He’s 9 years old
He’s from Texas
He is one of the most successful social media stars in the world
7. They are going to get it when they are older.
The Golden Globes
8. one
9. c
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